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GLACIAL LANDFORMS ON SNOW PEAK
IN THE WESTERN CASCADE MOUNTAINS OF OREGON

ABSTRACT: Pleistocene glaciation in the upper elevations of the

Western CascadeMountains took two characteristic forms: cirque and

valley glaciers. Field observations in the Neal Creek and Thomas

Creek drainage areas of Snow Peak provide evidence of three glacial

advances. Glacial landforms in the Neal Creek Valley are dominated

by a valley glacier evident by a broad U-shaped valley that extends

10,000 feet (3077 meters) downslope. The dominant glacial landform

in the Thomas Creek drainage is a flight of cirques. Inferences

are drawn on the structure of Snow Peak as a controlling element in

the evolution of glacial development and the establishment of a

local orographic snowline is presented.

INTRODUCTION

The Cascade Mountain Range of Oregon can be divided into two

physiographical divisions: the High Cascade and the Western Cascade.1

Looking east from the Mid-Willamette Valley, the Cascade Mountains

provide a dramatic background and an abrupt end to the low profile of

the valley floor. From this valley vantage point, it is possible on

a clear day to see several of the major volcanoes of the High Cascades2

and their associated glaciers and ice fields which give them a year

round snowcapped grandeur for which the Cascade Mountains are most

noted. The glaciers that can be seen on the flanks of these volcanoes

are but remnants of climatic conditions that date back to the Pleistocene.

Crandell (1965) states that during the Pleistocene a summit ice

cap occupied the area of the High Cascades while glaciers in the Western

Cascades consisted of two main types: 1) tongues from the summit ice

field of the High Cascades that extended westward along major valleys

and 2) local cirgue and small valley glaciers on the higher ridges and

peaks

The purpose of this research is to identify glacial landform in
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an area of the Cascade Mountain Range that is not presently capable

of producing glaciers. It must therefore be assumed that any glacial

landforrns identified are the result of glacial activity during the

Pleistocene. The results of this research should further the under-

standing of the Cascade Mountain Range and establish a local reference

point on the extent of paleoclimatic environments.

STUDY AREA

In deciding upon a study area, two (2) criteria were established:

1) The area must show evidence of possible glaciation and 2) the area

must be accessible for field observations. In order to locate possible

glacial features, United States Geological Survey Topographic Map of the

15' series was employed, in addition to direct observation. Once ten-

tative identification of glacial features was established, road maps

of the area were examined. The most useful road map was provided by the

Linn Fire Patrol District (L.F.P.D.) of Sweet Rome, Oregon. The L.F.P.D.

map showed the location of logging roads throughout the Cascade

Mountains in Linn County, Oregon.

It was found after review of the criteria, that Snow Peak

provided the best potential for study.

Snow Peak is a shield volcano4 (Figure 1) located in Linn County

on the western edge of the Western Cascades between Longitude 1220 30' W.

and Longitude 122° 40' W. and between Latitude 44° 35' N. and Latitude

44° 42' N. (Figure 2). The elevation at the summit reaches 4,298 feet

(1322 meters) above mean sea level while the east and west flanks descend

to an elevation of 800 feet (246 meters) and 600 feet (185 meters)

respectively. Topographic maps reveal cirque form depressions on the

north and northeast flanks while a serrated summit can be observed from

the Willamette Valley. All points on Snow Peak are readily accessible

via logging roads which connect to the Linn County road system.



Figure 1: Snow Peak as viewed from the Mid-Willamette Valley in
the vicinity of Crabtree, Oregon.
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Figure 2: Physiographical map of Oregon, showing location of Snow Peak.
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BACKGROUND

Geologic History of Snow Peak

Raymond Smith reported on the geology of Snow Peak in a 1958

Masters Thesis titled: "The Geology of the Northwest Part of the Snow

Peak Quadrangle, Oregon." Smith begins his discussion of geologic

history in the Eocene Epoch, stating that the region was volcanic and

undergoing extensive erosion. During the Oligocene Epoch, a portion

of the area near the location of the western flank of Snow Peak was

occupied by a sea. Volcanism, at this time, was explosive originating

to the east of Snow Peak, with pyroclastic ejecta being deposited west

of Snow Peak under fluviatile and eolian conditions. The land was

later raised and the sea retreated, followed by gentle folding and

extensive erosion.

In the Middle Miocene Epoch, extensive lava flows covered the

land. The source of the lava flows was the Snow Peak volcano.

During the Pliocene Epoch, volcanic activity in the High Cascades

produced Pyroclastic flows that deposited welded tuffs on the slopes

of Snow Peak. By the early Pleistocene Epoch, Smith believes that

Snow Peak had ended its mountain building process. Glacial activity

evident by gravel deposits in the Crabtree and Thomas Creek Valleys

began eroding the surface of Snow Peak. Based on location and degree

of weathering exhibited by the gravel deposits, Smith believes that

three distinct glacial phases were present.

Geologic Time

The following diagram (Table I) shows the relative expanse

of time involved, from the building of Snow Peak to present and the

related geologic and geomorphic activity.

4



GENERALIZED GEOLOGIC EVOLUTION OF SNOW PEAK

TABLE I.

[

I EPOCH

Present

Years Before
Weathering

Present
continues

.011

Million

Snow Peak ends

PLEISTOCENE
mountain building

QUATERNARY I process. Glacial
PERIOD erosion is repea-

EPOCH

ted with each ice
advance.

Million

/ PLIOCENE

2-3

Pyroclastic flows
from high Cascades
deposit welded

EPOCH
tuffs on Snow

CENOZOIC Peak
ERA

12

Million

Snow Peak builds
MIOCENE its cone with ex-
EPOCH tensive lava flows

26

Million

TERTIARY Sea covers the
PERIOD area to the west

of Snow Peak.
OLIGOCENE Pyroclastic ejecta
EPOCH deposited, sea

retreats, area
undergoes gentl
folding.

37-38

Million

EOCENE Volcanics follow-
EPOCH ed by periods of

erosion

53-5 4

Million

PALEOCENE Unknown
EPOCH

I

65
Adapted from Baldwin 1976 Million



Cirgue, Valley Glaciation and Snowline

As Crandle has stated, the presence of glaciation in the

Cascade Mountain Range during the Pleistocene took on two

characteristics: 1) A surrrnit ice cap in the High Cascades with

tongue glaciers extending westward down major valleys and

2) local cirque and valley glaciers on high ridges anó peaks of the

Western Cascades.5 Since Snow Peak is located on the western boun-

dary of the Western Cascades, Pleistocene glacial activity would be

limited to local cirques and valley glaciers.

Cirgue Glaciers

The glacial cirque (Figure 3) is recognized as one of the

most characteristic forms of glacial erosion.6 Flint (1971)

describes the cirque form as "Shaped like a half bowl", "a deep,

steepsided recess roughly semicircular in plan." Cirques may be

located at the head of a valley or appear as indentations in an

otherwise smooth slope. Cirque glaciers tend to quarry into a

mountain, moving as on the upslope

portion of the cirque causes a rotational slip. The mechanical

processes involved include: frost wedging and mass wasting ac-

compan.ed by glacial erosion and transportation. As a result of

these mechanical processes broken rock and fine grained material are

moved downslope out of the cirque as the cirque form is enlarged.8

Associated with cirques and also used in identification of cirques

are: steep headwalls, smooth or polished rock floors, moraines,

protalus ramparts and tarn lakes.

Embleton and King (1975) recognize that in the middle lat-

itudes of the Northern Hemisphere, the majority of well developed

cirgues are oriented towards the north and east.9 This would

indicate that the most likely place on a mountain to find a cirque

would be in an area from due north to due east. This particular

orientation is believed to be related to three primary factors:

1) Protection from insulation especially in summer, 2) distribution

of snowfall and 3) winddrift of snow. A fourth factor which may
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Figure 3: Cirque form characteristics;

A. Shows perspective view,
B. Long profile and C. Cross Profile
(Adopted from Flint, 1971)
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have local significance is lithology and structure of local rocks.10

In Oregon, cirques are found to conform to the general rule of

northeast aspect.11

Valley Glaciers

Before glacial ice can advance down a valley, environmental

conditions must be right. There must first be an area of accum-

ulation such as pre-existing cirque, a stream valley or upland

plateau.12 Secondly, for a cirque to transform into a valley glacier,

accumulation must increase while ablation decreases. This is ac-

complished by a lowering of the snowline with increasing cold.

Where valley glaciers do not begin as cirques, the head of

the valley glacier must be located at an elevation above snowline

in an area capable of accumulating great volumes of firn.13 At

a given point of accumulation, the cirque glacier advances down-

slope as a valley glacier.

Characteristics associated with valley glaciation are:

1) A trough or U-shaped valley where the cross profile of a valley

takes on a pronounced U shape. 2) Steps or riegels along the long

profile and 3) rock basins. In addition to these characteristics,

moraines are also cormionly associated with valley glaciers.14

A possible cross between a cirque and a valley glacier is

referred to by Flint as a flight where from two to five individual

cirques form in vertical sequences with their floors separated by

vertical distance.15 A flight of cirques is believed to indicate

a fLuctuation in snowline.

Snowl me

Flint (1971) establishes the concept of snowline by referring

to four types of snowline: annual, orographic, regional and

climatic. The annual snowline is the point between net accumulation

and net ablation. Annual snowline may fluctuate from year to year and

vary from one glacier to the next.

Orographic snowline lies above the terminus of the glacier, but



must coincide with the toe or lowest point of the tim bank. When

viewed on a regional scale, the orographic snowline will vary due

primarily to local toographic features and orientation of the

glacier (s)

Regional snowline considers all the local variations in oro-

graphic snowline and establishes an elevational band in which glaciers

will form. The regional snowline lies at or just below the July 0°C

isotherm.

Climatic snowline is the theoretical limit of perennial snow.

As cirque glaciers form, the requirements for both accumulation

of snow and freeze-thaw action make the July 0°C isotherm the ideal

location. The floors of abandoned cirque(s) can be used to approxi-

mate the elevation of orographic snowline at the time of cirque

development. This is accomplished by averaging the cirque floor

elevations of a related group of cirques. Cirque floor elevation

or orographic snowline can then be useful in reconstructing the

limits of Pleistocene glacial climate.

METHODOLOGY

The study area was examined using two techniques. The first

involved United States Geological Survey Topographic Maps, Linn County

Fire Patrol District Nap and Air Photos. These materials provided

the basis from which research was directed. The second technique

involved direct field observations. Once potential glacial features

were identified, the areas were then traversed'7 and photographed.

The United States Geological Survey Topographic Map, especially

the 15' series, 1:50,000 scale, was extremely useful. The semi-

circular form of a cirque with its steep sides is readily visible in

the contour lines of the topographic map. (Figure 2)

The study area which is contained in total on the Snow Peak

Quadrangle can be divided by drainage into three areas: Neal Creek

Drainage, Thomas Creek Drainage and Crabtree Creek Drainage. (Figure 5)

This study is limited in scope to the Neal Creek and the Thomas Creek

Drainages.
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Detail of glacial landforms within these drainages vary from identi-

fication of cirque forms to the composition of morairial deposits.

ANALYSIS OF GLACIAL LANDFORMS WITHIN
THE NEAL CREEK AND THOMAS CREEK DRAINAGE AREAS

Neal Creek Drainage

The major features within the Neal Creek Drainage (Figure 6)

are: 1) A long U-shaped valley beginning at the approximate center

of Snow Peak and 2) A cirque form located on the north flank of Snow

Peak.

Neal Creek Valley Glaciation

The headwaters of Neal Creek flow out of a long U-shaped valley.

(Figure 7) The long axis of the valley extends approximately 10,000

feet (3077 meters) from a cirque form at an elevation of 3800 feet

(1169 meters) to a waterfall at an elevation of 2800 feet (861

meters) . Beginning with the cirque form at the valley head, three

floor levels are present within the valley. Expressed by their

elevations, they are: 3800 feet (1169 meters), 3300 feet (1015

meters) and 3000 feet (923 meters) respectively. The lateral axis

or cross profile of the valley measured at the widest point is ap-

proximately 5525 feet (1700 meters) from ric}geline to ridgeline.

Vertical relief from the summit ridgeline to the valley floor exceeds

1000 feet (307 meters).18 The valley has an aspect of North 25° west

based on a reading from true north.

On the west side of the valley, a cirque form is present.

(Figure 8) The cirque floor or lowest point within the cirque is

situated at an elevation of 3200 feet (985 meters) , the cirque floor

has a vertical relief in excess of 200 feet (61 meters) from the

valley floor. Aspect of the cirque form is north 35° east. A

moraine is present between the cirque form and the valley floor.

The moraine trends in an almost true north direction tapering towards

the valley floor.

On the lowest floor level (elevation 3000 feet, 923 meters)

of the valley a marsh is present (Figure 8) with several areas of open

11
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water. Beyond the marsh, a waterfall drops 30 feet (10 meters)

over fine grained, gray colored basalt, marking the end of the

U-shaped valley. In the vicinity of the waterfall, several well

rounded bouldrs, ranging in size from a few feet to four feet

(± one meter) , were observed. The boulders are situated on the

east valley wall and are visible in a road cut.

Downstream from the waterfall, Neal Creek cuts deep into the

valley floor forming a V-profile. Along the sides of the valley,

stone stripes are visible. (Figure 9) The stripes consist of angular

rock fragments up to 30 inches (48 centimeters) in size. If these

stone stripes constitute the remains of lateral nioraines, then the

ice associated with the Neal Creek glaciation, advanced beyond the

waterfall. However, the downslope extent of the Neal Creek glacier

is not known.

Neal Creek Cirgue

The Neal Creek cirque is located on the north flank of Snow

Peak. (Figure 6) The cirque floor has an elevation of 3080 feet

(948 meters) . The cirque form has an aspect of north 150 east.

A moraine is present across the cirque floor. (Figure 10) The

composition of the moraine is not known.

Thomas Creek Drainacie

The glacial landforms within the Thomas Creek Drainage of Snow

Peak are the most numerous and most complex. The area can be reached

via Thomas Creek Drive from State Highway 221 and then by following

the A-line to logging road E-5. (Appendix 1)

Within the Thomas Creek Drainage, ten major cirque forms are

present in addition to a very large outwash plain. (Figure 11)

Indian Prairie Lake Circue

Indian Prairie

3000 feet (923 meter

0north 25 east. The

and is deeper on the

Lake (tarn) occupies a cirque at an elevation of

s). (Figure 12) The cirque has an aspect of

tarn has a depth of 20-5Q feet (6-15 metersl

west side than the east.'9 A logging road crosses

13



Figure 7: View of Snow Peak looking South into the
Neal Creek Valley

Figure 8: U-shape of Neal Creek Valley
/.. Cirque on West valley wall, .aMoraine,
ç'. Marsh on lower valley floor, Ø.-L Waterfall

14



Figure 9: Stone stripes on east side of Neal Creek Valley below
waterfall.

Figure 10: Neal Creek Cirque, notice moraine across cirque floor.
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the eastern shore of the tarn which drains through a culvert under the

road. Before the road was built the lake drained naturally,2° carving

its way through two rnoraines which lie to the east. The rroraines

are curved and. slope in towards the stream which drains the tarn.

The riorains are composed of subangular to well rounded boulders

ranging in size from a few inches to over three feet (centimeters

to over one meter) in diameter. The boulders are arranged in a light

brown to dark brown matrix of fine soil. (Figure 13-14) Though all

boulders within the moraines show signs of weathering, (mostly ex-

foliation) the boulders in the moraine furthest from the tarn seem

to be in an advanced stage of weathering. On the western shore of

the tarn, a vertical headwall rises approximately 200 feet (61 meters)

above the surface of the lake.

Lower Indian Prairie Lake Cirque

Located to the east-northeast of Indian Prairie Lake (Figure 10)

at an elevation of 2700 feet (830 meters) measured from the cirque

floor, is Lower Indian Prairie Lake Cirque, which has an aspect of

north 10° east. A terminal moraine rises approximately 80 feet (25

meters) above the floor of the cirque where it is cut by the B-line

(logging road). Many large well rounded boulders are present on the

surface of the moraine facing in towards the cirque. Cobbles and

boulders, some well rounded, some subangular, ranging in size from

1 foot to 4 feet (a few centimeters to more than a meter) are present

in the B-line road cut. (Figure 15)

Half Way Cirgue

Located half w

this cirque form has

Halfway cirque

A moraine is visible

the cirque form, the

y between Indian Prairie Lake and Indian Prairie,

an aspect of north 250 east. (Figure 6.0)

has a wide floor with signs of poor drainage.

to the east-southeast of this cirgue form. Beyond

broad expanse of the outwash plain, is present.

16
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Figure U: Nap of Thomas Creek Drainage
A. Indian Prairie Lake cirque, B. Lower Indian Prairie Lake
cirgue and moraine, C. Halfway cirque, D. Indian Prairie cirque,
E. Upper Indian Prairie cirque, F. Lower Indian Prairie
cirgue I, G. Lower Indian Prairie cirque II, H. Double
Noraine, I. Triple Moraine, J. E-5 cirque upper, K. E-5
cirque Lower, L. Ella Creek cirque, N. Ella Creek cirque
Lower, i. Moraine, 0. Outwash plain.
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Figure 12: Indian Prairie Lake viewed from the air. Noraine is
visible along lower shore of lake.

Figure 13: Looking west at Indian Prairie Lake from logging road
which cuts moraine. Boulders to the left foreground
have eroded out of moraine.

18
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Indian Prairie Cirgue

Indian Prairie Cirque (Figure 10) is extremely large, 1000

meters long by 1200 meters wide. (Figure 16) The cirque floor sets at

an elevation of 3200 feet (984 meters) . The aspect of Indian Prairie

cirgue is north 200 east. Contained within the cirgue floor is a marsh

with areas of open water. (Figure 17-18) The marsh can be divided into

a-iupper and lower part. The upper marsh is smaller in area occupying

a cirque form with an aspect of north 250 west.

Contained within Indian Prairie are two moraines trending in a

north-northeasterly direction. (Figure 18) The moraines are present

on the north and south sides of the lower marsh. The south moraine

forms a divide between the upper marsh and the lower marsh. Rounded

and subangular boulders are present in a road cut and in a stream

channel in the moraine to the north of the lower marsh. Similar rock

is exposed in a road cut of the south moraine. A polished rock surface

with deep striations is present near the opening of the cirque form.

Striations trend downslope with the same aspect as the cirque form.

(Figure 19) Above Indian Prairie, but contained within the greater

cirque form, is a small cirque with moraine. (Figure 20) The cirque

floor sets at an elevation of 3700 feet (1138 meters) where a small

tarn is present, the aspect being north 600 east. A vertical headwall

rises behind the tarn, and a terminal moraine benched by the stream

that drains the tarn is present. The moraine is composed of rounded

and subangular cobbles ranging in size from 10 to 25 inches (16 to

40 centimeters) in diameter.

Lower Indian Prairie Circue I

The water that drains out of Indian Prairie falls over a ver-

tical headwall approximately 195 feet (60 meters) (Figure 20)

to the floor of Lower Indian Prairie Cirque I. The cirque floor ele-

vation of Lower Indian Prairie Cirque I stands at 2840 feet (876 meters)

with an aspect north 20° east. (Figure 10) The cirque floor of Lower

Indian Prairie Cirque I is relatively flat and poorly drained.



Lower Indian Prairie Cirgue II
Intersecting Lower Indian Prairie I from the south is

Lower Indian Prairie II (Figure 10) . The floor of this cirque

form slopes towards Lower Indian Prairie I with an aspect of north

60° west. (Figure 21) The base of the headwall begins at an

approximate elevation of 2900 feet (892 meters) . The cirque floor

is contemporary in elevation with Lower Indian Prairie Cirque I.

A double moraine is present along the east side of Lower Indian

Prairie II. This same moraine appears to be associated with Lower

Indian Prairie Cirque I. (Figure 22 23)

South of Lower Indian Prairie Cirque II are located three

parallel moraines. (Figure 24-25) These moraines trend in a northerly

direction and intersect the moraines of Lower Indian Prairie Cirque I

and II at a near perpendicular angle. The center moraine of the three

is the largest. Rounded and subangular boulders are present in a road

cut near the summit of the central moraine. Large well rounded boulders

are strewn across the surface of the central moraine. Many of these

boulders are in excess of 3 feet (1 meter) in diameter. (Figure 26)

E-5 Upper and Lower Cirques

Associated with the three moraines and located just south are

two cirque forms, named E-5 Upper and Lower Cirques after the logging

road. (Figure 10) Cirque form E-5 Upper is situated above F-S Lower

at an approximate elevation of 3,370 feet (1038 meters). A well

polished rock basin is present on the floor of E-5 Upper. The cirgue

form of E-5 Upper has an aspect of north 3° east. Water draining

from E-5 Upper falls over a vertical face to the floor of E-5 Lower.

(Figure 27)

The cirque floor elevation of E-5Lower is approximately 3050

feet (938 meters) . The cirque form of E-5 Lower is long and relatively

narrow with an aspect of north
30

east. On the floor of the cirque

form are two drainage channels separated by a low profile elongated

ridge. The ridge parallels the three inoraines to the west, however,

this ridge appears to be the result of downcutting by the drainage

channels through till material on the cirque floor and is therefore

considered not to be a moraine.
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Figure 16: Composite of Indian Prairie Cirque as viewed from th
striations looking southwest.



Figure 17: Aerial view looking west of the floor of Indian Prairie
Cirgue showing marshes.
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Figure 18: Aerial view of Indian Prairie Cirque looking north.
Marsh is &ivided into upper and lower sections by moraine
trending northeast.
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Figure 19: Striations on the floor
of Indian Prairie.
Direction of striations
is same as cirque aspect.

Fiqure 20 A) Small cirque located
above Indian Prairie,
notice moraine.

B) Waterfall at headwall
of lower Indian Prairie
Cirque.

C) Lower Indian Prairie
Cirque I



Figure 22; Double moraine along east side of Lower Indian Prairie II.

Figure 23: Road cut in moraine east of Lower Indian Prairie II.
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Figure 24: Composiof Triple Moraine located between Lower Indian Prairie II and Lower E-5
Cirque. View towards west.



Figure 25: View of triple moraine from this angle only two moraines
are visible.

1_

Figure 26: Bolders on surface of central moraine of triple moraine
complex between Lower Indian Prairie II and Lower E-5.
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Ella Creek Cirque

The Ella Creek Cirque is located due east of Indian Prairie

(Figure 10) Ella Creek Cirque has an aspect of north 60° east and is

drained by Ella Creek. The cirque floor elevation is approximately

3240 feet (997 meters) . The floor of the cirque holds a marsh with a

few stands of fir growing on high spots on the cirque floor. (Figure 28)

A terraced headwall rises steeply above the northwest edge of the marsh.

Viewed from the air21 it is possible to see a large landslide scarp

and related debris occupying much of the greater cirque form.

(Figure 29) The debris slope rises in elevation towards the east-

south east. The northwestern toe of the debris slope touches the cirque

floor marsh. The Jebris is composed of randomly deposited blocks

ranging in size from 3-6 feet (just under a meter to 2 meters.) The

debris rises from the cirque floor forming a hummocky patheirnwith relief

of more than 65 feet (20 meters) . (Figure 30) On the largest hummock

many of the blocks stand in truncated stacks. Moving up the debris

slope, the individual blocks increase in dimension creating numerous

crevasses and small caves. The top of the debris slope lies 160 feet

(49 meters) above the cirque floor. At the opening of the cirque form,

Ella Creek falls through a breach in a terminal moraine 200 feet

(60 meters) to Lower Ella Creek Cirque.(Figure 31) Well rounded

boulders ranging in size from a few inches to 6 feet (10 centimeters

to 2 meters) are visible in a road cut on the north arm of the moraine.

(Figure 32)

Lower Ella Creek Cirque

Lower Ella Creek Cirgue has a floor elevation of 3000 feet (923

meters) . (Figure 10) The aspect of Lower Ella Creek is north 20°east.

Many large well rounded boulders are scattered across the cirque floor.

East of the Lower Ella Creek Cirgue many ridges are visible. All ridges

downslope appeared to contain well rounded and subangular boulders.

(Figure 33 34) The morainal pattern is disrupted apparently the

result of erosion aided by outwash from Ella Creek Cirque.
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Figure 27: Waterfall at headwall of Lower E-5, Cirque floor of Upper
E-5 visible above waterfall.

'-I

Figure 28: Fir trees stand on high spots surrounded by marsh of Ella
Creek Cirgue.
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Figure 31: East face of Ella Creek Moraine dropping off to floor
of Lower Ella Creek Cirque.

Figure 32: Boulders in road cut of Ella Creek Moraine, notice rock
hammer in center.
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Outwash Plain

The outwash plain within the Thomas Creek Drainage (Figure 10)

on the east slope of Snow Peak begins at the downslope base of morainal

deposits associated with Lower Indian Prairie Lake Cirque, Halfway Cirque,

Lower Indian Prairie I and II and Lower Ella Creek Cirque. An average

elevation of 2500 feet (769 meters) appears to be the common upslope

origin of the outwash plain. Its northwest, southeast axis extends

beyond 4.3 miles (7 kilometers). The downslope extent reaches an

elevation of approximately 1800 feet (553 meters) . (Figure 35) Lower

than this elevation erosion has removed the till aided by Thomas Creek.

Road cuts along the A-line and E-line logging roads reveal an assort-

ment of cobbles and boulders, most are well rounded and ranging between a

few inches to over 6 feet (centimeters to 2 meters or more) . (Figure 36)

Indian Prairie Creek has cut deep into the outwash forming a V-shaped canyon.

Many round boulders in excess of 3 feet (1 meter) in diameter are present

in the stream channel. (Figure 37)

Glacial Features on the Summit of Snow Peak

The summit of Snow Peak consists of a ridge line which maintains

an elevation of 3800 feet (1169 meters) or higher. Several features

related to gLaciation are present. They include: aretes, which are

knife edge in appearance resulting from frost wedging and the growth

of cirques on opposite sides of the ridgeline, cols, which are smoothly

curved profile resulting from two cirgues enlarging towards each other,

and horns, where three or more cirques converge to form a pyramid.

The Environmental Geology l4ap for Western Linn County indicates that

the summit features on a portion of the west and east side of the summit

are intrusive bodies.22 This would account for their ability to with-

stand glacial erosion. Figure 38 is used to identify the various summit

features on Snow Peak. Figure 39 shows arets along the easterly

ridgeline of Snow Peak.
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Figure 33: Boulders in road cut below Lower Ella Creek Cirque.

Figure 34: Road cut along A-Line elevation 26,50 feet (815 meters)
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Figure 35: Outwash Plain
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Figure 36: Road cut along E-Line just below 2600'. (800 meters)

Figure 37: Boulders in stream bed of Indian Prairie Creek just
below 2600'. (800 meters)
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Glacial activity on Snow Peak can be defined as both cirque

and valley glaciers. Glaciation within the Neal Creek and Thomas

Creek Drainages appear to have occurred simultaneously although

independently. Cirque floor elevations for the two drainage areas

are closely related (Table 2) with a trend towards lower elevations in

the north.

Local lithology and structure of Snow Peak was a controlling factor

in the formation and evolution of cirque and valley glaciers. This is

evident not only in cirque floor elevations but also in headwall formation.

Indian Prairie Lake, Lower Indian Prairie I, E-5 Lower and Ella Creek

Cirgues all have similar headwall formations. This can be seen in

Figure 40 where the headwall of Lower Indian Prairie I is visible; the

same rock material visible here extends north and south.

Aspect also was an important factor, the number of cirques on

the east flank of Snow Peak is greater than on the north. However,

pre-existing circumstances such as an existing valley surrounded by

resistant rock as in the Neal Creek Valley, no doubt limited

cirque development. Even with the constraints that pre-existed

in the Neal Creek Valley, a small cirque was able to find favorable

conditions on the west side of the valley.
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TABLE 2

CIFSQUE FLOOR ELEVATIONS AND ASPECT

ELEVATION ASPECT

NEAL CREEK DRAINAGE

Valley Head Cirque 3800' (1169 meters) N. 25° W.

West Side Valley Cirque 3200' (984.6 meters) N. 35° E.

North Cirque 3080' (947.6 meters) N. 15° E.

THOMAS CREEK DRAINAGE

Indian Prairie Lake 3000' (923 meters) N. 25° E.

Lower Indian Prairie Lake 2700' (830 meters) N. 100 E.

Halfway Cirque 2700' (830 meters) N. 25° E.

Indian Prairie 3200' (984.6 meters) N. 20° E.

Upper Indian Prairie 3700' (1138 meters) N. 60° E.

Lower Indian Prairie I 2840' (873.8 meters) N. 20° E.

Lower Indian Prairie II 2840' (873.8 meters N. 60° W.

E-5 Upper Cirque 3370' (1036.9 meters) N.
30

E.

E-5 Lower Cirque 3050' (938.5 meters) N.
30

E.

Ella Creek Cirque 3240' (996.9 meters) N. 60° E.

Lower Ella Creek Cirgue 3000' (923 meters) N. 20° E.
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Figure 40: Head wall of lower Indian Prairie I located at an elevation

3100', (953.8 meters) is same out crop in Indian Prairie

Lake, -5 Cirgue Lower and Ella Creek Cirque.

Figure 21: Lower Indian Prairie II
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CORRELATION WITH GLACIAL STAGES

Previous studies23 indicate three independent glacial stages.

While a concensus was not reached as to the exact age of glacial

stages, the researchers all agreed to the presence of the final glacial

stage being, Wisconsin Age Glaciation. Earlier glacier stages were

believed to range from early Pleistocene to middle Pleistocene.24

The best location for glacial age correlation on Snow Peak is

in the Thomas Creek Drainage. Evidence of glacial advance beyond the

cirgue basin is clear in cirques being located below other cirques

as is the case with Indian Prairie Lake, Indian Prairie, E-5 Upper and

Ella Creek.

It is possible that glacial ice coalesced from Indian Prairie Lake

to Ella Creek. Glacial moraines in the Indian Prairie flight point

favorably to a second advance, therefore making the first advance under

harsher (colder) climatic regimes possible. Outwash and erosion eli-

minated morainal deposits from the first advance, thus eliminating

verifiable evidence of its extent.

Morainal deposits of the second stage are clearly evident at

Indian Prairie Lake, Lower Indian Prairie I and II, E-5 Lower and

Ella Creek. Here it is possible to map the extent of glaciation.

(Figure 41)

The final stage of glaciation is believed to have the least effect.

During this stage, Indian Prairie contained three cirques and perhaps

more. Evidence for multiple cirgues in Indian Prairie rest with the

upper and lower marsh morainal deposits and the small cirque above

Indian Prairie.

The correlation of three glacial stages rests with the following

observations.
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The correlation of three glacial stages rests with the following

observations:

1. Cirque forms at an elevation range from 2700
feet (830 meters) in the north to 3240 feet
(997 meters) in the south.

First Stage
2. Higher cirque forms ranging in elevation from

3000 feet (923 meters) in the north to 3240 feet
(997 meters) in the south.

Second Stage 3. Morainal deposits showing two movements evident
by double moraines.

Third Stage 4. Cirque forms and morainal deposits in Indian
Prairie.

PLOTTING OROGRAPHIC SNOWLINE

One of the purposes of this research was to establish a local

reference point of Pleistocene orographic snowline. However, Flint

contends that only those highland areas where cirques do not advance

beyond the cirque glacier stage are valid reference points for

approximating snowline.2

It would be therefore, inappropriate to use an average of all

cirque floor elevations within the study area to approximate snowline.

A common feature present in many cirques within the Thomas Creek Drainage

is the double moraine. It is felt that an average of cirgue floor

elevations where the double moraine is present (Table 3) would provide

an approximation of snowline during the second stage of glaciation.

The results of this modified averaging indicate an elevation of

2932.5 feet (1210 meters) . It should be noted that the presence of

morainal deposits such as these indicate the end of an ice advance, there-

fore the theoretical snowline would be greater than 2932.5 feet (1210

meters).



TABLE 3

4)Q.

Local Orographic Snowline

2920 feet average ( 898 meters)
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A shield volcano is chiefly built of lava that is very mobile at

the time of eruption forming broad cones with low slope angles.
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Prentice-Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1972.
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Pp. 11, Geography Department, Oregon State University, Masters Research

Paper, unpub. 1980.

12. Flint, op.cit., Footnote 7, pp. 127.

13. "Firn can be defined as ice made by recrystallization of fallen snow

and freezing of meltwater and having undergone deformation", from

Flint, op.cit., Footnote 7, pp. 31.

14. Flint, op.cit., Footnote 7, Pp. 128-129.

15. Flint, op.cit., Footnote 7, pp. 137.

16. Flint, op.cit., Footnote 7, pp. 136.
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17. Traversing of areas on Snow Peak was accomplished mostly on foot,

however, it was necessary to utilize a motorcycle and car to reach

many areas and to cover the larger features.

18. Vertical elevation was measured near the widest part of the valley.

From the highest point on the summit ridgeline near this area to

the valley floor of the same area.

19. Depth of Indian Prairie Lake was related to this researcher from

fishermen who claim to have fished the lake for many years. The

lake contains rainbow and brook trout.

20. Fishermen, op.cit., Footnote 18.

21. Dr. Rosenfeld provided access to a light air craft from which we made

aerial reconnaissance.

22. John D. Beaulieu, Paul W. Hughes and R. Kent Mathiot, Environmental

Geology of Western Linn County, Oregon, Bulletin 84, State of

Oregon, Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Portland,

Oregon, 1974.

23. For Example: Ira S. Allison, "Pleistocene Alluvial Stages in

Northwestern Oregon", Science, N.S.., Vol. '83, pp. 441-443, May,

1936. W.M. Felts, The Geology of the Lebanon Quadrangle, Oregon,

Oregon State College, Master's Thesis, unpub., 1937.

Thomas P. Thayer, Geology of the Salem Hills and North Santiam River

Basin, Oregon, Bulletin No. 15, State of Oregon, Department of

Geology and Mineral Industries, 1939., and Raymond Ives Smith,

op.cit., Footnote 4.

24. Allison, Felts, Thayer and Smith, op.cit., Footnote 22.

25. Flint, op.cit., Footnote 7, pp. 68.
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